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Figur 2. Cross section of Series F and G
approximate where Series C and 0 are
shaded. - Tverrsnitt av serie F og til
mermet G hvor serie C og 0 er skravert.
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Figur 1. Cross section of Series A and E
where Series B Is shaded. - Tverrsnitt
av serie A og E hvor serie B er skravert.
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This paper reports the results of a
great number of full scale tests on
factory-produced hollow-core slabs.
The investigation was conducted at the
Norwegian Building Research Institute.
So far, very little research has been
carried out to determine the shear ca
pacity of the described type of slabs.
Only few results from commissioned
work ordered by industry in Europe
and America are available.

1. How strong is the anchorage of the
strand?

2. What is the influence of the con
crete extruding?

In a hollow-core slab b has normally
been taken equal to the sum of the
minimum rib widths. The effect- of ·the
prestressing force is normally neglect
ed. Eq. (1) is based on the same prin
ciples as those on which the Model
Code [2] has been based. In connec
tion with the use of Eq. (1) for hollow
core slabs the following problems are
important:

BACKGROUND
There are no special code provIsions
for hollow-core slabs as far as the
author knows. Normally the calcula
tions are done in accordance with the
general code for slabs and beams.
According to the Norwegian Code [1]
the smallest design shear capacity,
without shear reinforcement and ha
ving a strand area as in present tests,
is given by:

Seires A. E, F and G have the following
data:
Section area:

Ac = 173.103 mm2

Concrete:
extruded
cube strength 55 N/mm2

Reinforcement:
7-wire strands
diameter 12,5 or 9,5 mm
02-limit 1750 N/mm2

total aera A. (bottom)

(A./Ac) 100 =0,23 - 0,58

The properties of concrete are given
in Tab. 1.

Test specimens
These consist of hollow-core slabs and
beams grouped into a total of 7 diffe
rent series (A to G). The beams are
parts of the slabs. The cross section
of Series A and E (Dy-core or Spenn
dekk as named in Norway) is shown in
Fig. 1. Series B is sawn off from the
slab. Series F (Spiroll) is shown in Fig.
2. Series C and 0 are wet casted and
the strands were not prestressed. The
section of Series G (Elematic) is
roughly the same as Series F (Spirol!),
but the production equipment is diffe
rent.

TEST PROGRAMME
Procedure
The following is axamined:
1. Dimensions
2. Free end slip
3. Concrete strength
4. Deflection
5. Strand deformation
6. Slab stresses
7. Cracks
8. Failure

An experimental investigation was the
most convenient because of the many
variables, and because the anchorage
capacity seemed to be difficult to cal
culate.

has to be done, because Eq. (1) gives
low capacity.

THE OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the present work
is to establish:

1. Design shear capacity
2. Behaviour and mechanical model
3. Quality control criteria

The question of control of hollow-core
slabs is of a considerable interest.
Control criteria proposed by Anderson
and Anderson [7] for flexural bond
seems useful for the control of the
shear ~apacity.

(1)

where: fl' = design shear stress
(N/mm2)

b =the width (mm)
A. =total area of main

reinforcement (mm2)

V<t = fv (bd + 75 A.)

3. What is the influence of the geo
metry?

4. What is the correct value of fv?

The special method of production (ex
truding) of these slabs makes the as
sembling of anchorage reinforcement
and stirrups difficult if not impossible.
The only way to increase the capacity
IS therefore to fill the cores near the
sUPPort. Unfortunately this method is
rather cumbersome and expensive.
Still, the filling near the support often

TABLE 1. Concrete properties
- Betongblanding

Materials

I
Series

I
Series

I
Series

A, Band E C, 0 and F G

Sand, mm 0-1 0-4 -
Gravel, mm 0-8 0-8 0-8
Crushed rock mm 4-8 0-12 8-16
Cement/aggregate (weight) 1 :5,6 1 :7,3 1 :5,0
WIC (weight) 0,32 0,32 0,29
Admixture Betokem - -
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Figur 8. Total stress at bottom of one slab
with A. = 400 mm2 of Series E. • Samlet
spenning i underkant av en plate med A. =
400 mm2 fra sarie E.
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Figur 6. Compressive concrete strength f~

as measured on two cylinders (73 x 73 mm)
from each slab. D Betongens trykkstyrke
( malt pa 2 sylindre (73 x 73 mm) for hver
plate.
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Figur 4. Test in progress. EI Prevebelast-
ning.
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Figur 9. Relationship between deflection 8,.
and load P for Series E. F and G.
II Forholdet mellom nedboyningen 8,. og
lasten P for serie E. F og G.
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Cracks
The observed cracks are caused by:

1. Diagonal splitting
2. Shear bending
3. Anchorage tension
4. Flexural tension
5. Shear
G. Diagonal compression
7. Instability of the arch

0.12

as shown in Fig. 9. This indicates that
only few of the strands fail, if any,
before the slab collapses.
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U 0,08
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Figur 7. Ratio between splitting tensile

strength f~l and compressive strength f~ of
concrete cylinders (73 x 73 mm).
g Forholdet mellom betongens spalte-

strekkstyrke f~l og trykkstyrke f~ for sylind
re (73 x 73 mm).

Figur 5. Free end slip As of strands in each
test. l!l Glipp As i spenntau fer belast
ning.
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Figur 3. Test setup. a Preveoppstilling.
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Concrete strength
Four cylinders were core-drilled verti
cally from the top of every element.
Two of these were used to examine the
compressive strength, the remaining
two were used to examine the splitting
tensile strength. The compressive
strength is large with one exception,
but varies considerably within the same
element as shown in Fig. 6.

The ratio between the splitting tensile
strength and the compressive strength
is shown in Fig. 7. For Series E the
splitting tensile strength is approxima-

tely 0,73 l~, with ( in N/mm 2•

Slab stresses
Strain gauges were mounted on only
one element, as shown in Fig. 1 and 3.
The concrete stresses indicate the
effect of the prestressing and the load
action, the results are shown in Fig. 8.
The average of the compressive stres
ses from the prestressing force was
0,6 N Imm2 in points 1 - 6 (Fig. 1). The
ratio between the tensile stresses in
points 3 and 3 d (Fig. 3) due to the
load was:

Free end slip
The values as shown in Fig. 5 are small
in spite of the fact that many of the
elements were considered to be of
second class quality. However, the
slips within the same element varied
considerably. The results do not indi
cate that the free end slip increases
by time.

0,21 with P = 50 kN
0,31 " "= 152 "
0,52 " "= 240 "
(P = 242 kN at failure)

Deflection
Except for a few tests there were no
discontinuity in the deflection curves

The stress was highest in the middle
of the width of the slab.

TEST RESULTS
Dimensions
The ,measured values differed very
little from the nominal ones. The ave
rage distance ds (Fig. 3) to the centre
of the strands was 32 mm for Series
A, 34 for E, 38 for F and 27 for G.

Series A, E, F and G: 55 tests
B, C and D: 59

Variables (Fig. 3): s = 25 - 425 mm
aId = 0,5-3

Ageofslabs: 22-317 days

Summary of tests
The test setup and equipment are
shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
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Figur 13. Relationship between average
shear capacity V lltll at failure and aId for
Series A and B with s = 25 mm. - For
holdet me110m midlere skjrerkapasitet Vurn
ved brudd og aId for serle A og B med
:; =25 mm.
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Figur 14. Ultimate shear capacity V ll and
common characteristic capacity Vlt for Se
ries A, E, F and G where: h =265 mm,
aid =2 and s =25 mm. [I Skjrerkapasitet
VII ved brudd 09 felles karakteristisk kapa
sitet V lt for serle A, E, F og G med h =
265 mm, aId =2 og s = 25 mm.

Figur 10. Typical cracks at failure for Series
B. [I Typlske rlss ved brudd for serie B.

Figur 11. Typical cracks at failure for Se
ries A. E, F and G. &I Typiske rlss ved
brudd for serle A, E, F og G.

The most frequent type of cracks are
shown in Fig. 10 -12. The ratio be
tween the load P at the first visually
observed crack and at failure was
0,8 - 1,0. The distance c from the edge
of the support to the end of the ele
ment was in this case 50 -100 mm.

If c is small, It is not necessary to cal
culate the crack width. If c > 400 mm
the crack width must be controlled.

Flexual tension will cause cracks when
the area of strands As is small. Shear
may cause horizontal cracks between
the pressure flange and the rib (espe
cially the outer rib) if the compaction
of the concrete is bad and/or the width
is small. Diagonal compression and in
stability of the arch can only take place
when both AH and c are especially lar
ge.

Shear capacity at failure
Obviously both the geometry and the
reinforcement are important, as shown
in Table 2. It is assumed that the geo
metry of Series Band C cause about
the same capacity. Based on Series
Bl and C, as shown in Table 2, the
chear capacity increases 31 % because
of the prestressing force.

When the distance c is small the shear
capacities are not much affected by
the ratio of shear span a to effective
dapth d as shown in Fig. 13. It is
assumed that a/d = 2, s = 25 mm and
the support length 50 mm provide the
smallest shear capacity. When s in
creases, the shear capacity increases
too as shown in Thblt!!-3.

The ultimate shear capacities are
shown in Fig. 14. The characteristic
chear capacities VI,o for each series are
given in Fig. 15. There is a probability
of 25 % that more than 10 % of the
slabs will have a lower value than VkO '

_ lI:or oU setie~

150

Figur 15. Characteristic capacity VI'" for
each series and common characteristic ca
pacity for Vic for Series A, E, F and G.
- Karakterlstisk kapasltet Vko for hver
serie og felles karakteristisk kapasltet Vk
for serie A. E, F og G.
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25 4 08 100
125 2 99 113
225 2 123 140
425 2 188 214

Figur 12. Cracks at the end of the strand
after failure. II Riss I enden av spenn
tauet etter brudd.

TABLE 3. Relationship between ave
rage shear capacity VUlll at failure and
distance s for Series 82 with a/d = 1.
- Forhold mellom midlere skjeerl<apa
sitet Vurn ved brudd og avstanden s
for serie B2 med a/d = 1.

n = number of tests

Series nI As IVum

IRmm2 kN

D 6 100 36 C/D = 1,36
C 6

,.
49 B1/C = 1,31

BO 2 a 24 B1/D = 1,78
B1 6 100 64 BIlBO = 2,67
B2 2 200 95 B2/B1 = 1,48

TABLE 2. Comparison of average
shear capacity VUll' at failure for Series
B, C and D with a/d = 1,5 and s = 125
mm.
- Sammenligning av midlere skjeerka
pasitet VUtll ved brudd for serie B, C
09 D med a/d=I,5 og s=125 mm.

n =number of tests
R = ratio of cap3cities
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where: ViC =characteristic shear capa
city (Newton)
400 sA. s 1000 m2

The common capacity Vk is estimated
as a straight line with a reasonable
degree of safety and given by the
formula:
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Figur 17. Probable mechanical model.
• Sannsynlig statisk modell.
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The anchorage capacity of strands in
tests similar to the tests by Reichel [11]
would probably be 50 - 60 % of the ca
pacity without fire. According to FIP /
CEB [9] concrete splitting tensile
strength is 55 % when the temperature
is 490°C. However, these two referen
ces are dealing with wet casted con
crete. It appears reasonable to assume
that the anchorage capacity for hollow
core sl3bs as described in this paper,
is at least 0,75 . 55"% = 41 %. Until fire
tests concerning shear capacity are
carried out, Eq. (4) may be applied
provided the first term is set equal to
zero and the second is reduced to
55%.

r

Figur 16. Relationship between ,ultimate
shear capacity Vu and '{;oncrete compressive

strength f~ for Series A, E, F and G.
• Forholdet me110m skjeerkapasitet Vu ved
brudd og betongens trykkstyrke f~ for serie
A, E, F og G.

Fatique failure
Tests by Anderson and Anderson [7]
indicate a high capacity even though
50 cycles of each load were applied.
According to Chang and Kesler [12]
the diagonal splitting strength for wet
casted concrete after one million cyc
les of load is 45 - 65 % of the capacity
wihtout cycles. It appears reasonable
to assume that the anchorage capacity
for hollow-core slabs as described in
this paper, is at least 0,75·45 % =
34 %. Until fatique tests concerning
shear capacity are carried out, Eq. (4)

(3)

where: 400 s A. s 1000 mm2

and: Vd = 79 -132 kN

Fire resistance
This depends on the anchorage capa
city when the length c is short. With
the cover d. like 35 mm and fire for a
periode of 90 minutes, the follOWing
was found in the literature:

Uniformly distributed load
The shear capacities are similar for a
line load and an uniformly distributed
load when. Cl/d =2 according to Leon
hardt [5]. Because the load distribution
can be uneven, it seems to be ade
quate to use k2 = 0,80 in this case too.
Consequently the design shear force
can be calculated by Eq. (4) which
gives about twice as large capacity
as Eq. (1).

DESIGN SHEAR CAPACITY
Line load
On basis of the test results it is pro
posed that the design capacity Is given
by:

The design shear capacity in Newton
for one slab is given by Eqs. (2) and
(3):

The factors k2 and kJ are both conser
vatively estimated. A long term load
reduces Vd probably less than 25 % if
the concrete splitting stress, or the
concrete compressive strength causes
the failure.

where: k1 = 0,91 according to NS 3473
[1]
k2 = 0,80 because of unknown
distribution of load
k) = 0,75 because of unexpec
ted impact load

1. Temperature in the strands [10] =
490°C

2. Concrete compressive strength [9]
60% *

3. Anchorage capacity [11]
- round steel =48 % *
(fe =35 N/mm2

)

- shaped steel =80 % *
* 100 % at 20°C.

The temperature 490°C corresponds
very well with the temperature measu
red on Dy-core and Spiroll by Under
writers Laboratories in USA. On the
other hand the temperature In the
strands above the support may be lo
wer if the support length is larger than
50 mm.

(2)ViC =80 . 10J + 160 A.

1. Shape of cross-section
2. Effective depth
3.' Rib width
4. Concrete strength
5. Area of strands
6. Prestressing

The first term in Eq. (2) is the concrete
contribution, while the second is from
the strands. The influence on Vu of the
concrete compressive strength fe be
tween 50 and 80 N/mm2 is rather small,
as shown in Fig. 16. When fe is lower
than 40 N/mm2 the influence may be
considerable, as shown by Regan [6].
According to FIP [4] and to Anderson
and Anderson (7], the anchorage capa
city is not much influenced by fe• Im
portant is good consolidation of con
crete around the strands.

But it is doubtful to determine a ge
neral formula on basis of these tests,
because the range of the variables in
points 1 - 3 is too small and the con
crete strength Is too high.

It should be possible to expand Eq. (2)
into a general formula following the
same principle used in the Model Code
[2], depending on:

BEHAVIOUR AND MECHANICAL
MODEL
Before failure, the element carries the
load through a combination of beam
and arch action. Diagonal tension and
shear bending introduce the failure.

The mechanical model is shown in Fig.
17. The tension force Fl consists of
the concrete force Fc, and/or the steel
force F., depending on when and whe
re the cracks occur. Hewover, hollow
core slabs with a short support at the
end of the element collapse because
of anchorage failure. If the diagonal
crack comes simultaneously or after
the shear bending crack, the diagonal
splitting force may work together with
Ft , otherwise not. The width of the rib
may also influence the shear capacity.
But the slab does not collapse because
of diagonal splitting as long as the
shear bending and the anchorage ca
pacity are larger. The dowel action is
probably not important, because A./A c

is small.
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may be applied provided the first term
is set equal to zero and the second
is reduced to 45 %.

QUALITY CONTROL CRITERIA
The free end slip is the best accep
tance criterion concerning shear and
anchorage. Following limits are pro
posed:

1. Moderate stresses:
Max. 2,5 mm and highest average
2 mm

2. Very high stresses:
Max. 2 mm and highest average
1,5 mm.

The slip is also an indication of the
level of the concrete quality. It is not
necessary to test the concrete comp
ressive strength, because this strength
is noe decisive for the shear capacity.
Important is good consolidation of con
crete around the strands.

In addition the surface of the concrete
near the end of the slab, must be in
spected. Around the strands there
should be no distinct cracks caused
by the production method. But cracl<s
limited to the surface of the concrete
do not reduce the capacity to any im
portant degree.

CONLUSIONS
The scattering of the ultimate shear
capacity is considerable, probably be
cause of the production method of the
slabs that may give very variable com
paction around strands. Nevertheless,
the number of tests is believed to be
sufficient to give safe recommenda
tions. Some of the capacities were
low, because the elements were of
second class quality.

The capacity is not the same for all
types of hollow-core slabs which are
reported in this paper. But, it is diffi
cult to distinguish between the shear
capacities of the different types, and
it is unnecessary for practical design
purposes.

Before failure, the element carries the
load as a combination of beam- and
arch action. Diagonal tension and/or
shear bending introduce the failure.
However, slabs with a short support at
the end of the element collapse becau
se of anchorage failure. The shear ca
pacity consists of a concrete and rein
forcement contribution. The latter is
normally the largest.

These tests indicate that the examined
hollow-core slabs have a very high
shear capacity. Based on literature
studies and the determined shear C8-

pacity formula, the fire resistance
seems to be considerable for a period
of 90 mintues. But the vertical end of
the element must be protected against
high temperature.
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SAMMENDRAG
Artil(len gjengir resultatet av et start
antall pmvebelaslninger av fabril<l<-pro
duserte hulldekkelementer i forspent
ckstrudert betong. Undersekelsen er
ledet av Norges byggforskningsinstitutt
09 utfsrt i sarnarbeid med Norges Be
tongvarefabril<kers Forbund og 7 ele
rnentfabrikl(er. Med basis i forsekene
sr det utledet dirnensjonerende skjcer
kraftkapasitet for Iinjelast og jevnt for
delt last. Brannrnotstanden 09 utrnat
tingsstyrken er vurdert. De observerte
p~kjennjnger og en sannsynlig statisk
modell er beskrevet. I tillegg er del
foresl_1t en I<vaiitetsl<ontroli.

Forsskene har vist at elementene har
en meget hey skj",rkraftl<apasitet. Ba
sert pa litteraturstudier 09 den utvik
lede kapasitetsformel for sl(jaar, ser det
ut som elernentene har en betraktelig
beereevne inntil 90 rninutters brannbe
lastning. Men den vertikale enden av
elementet rna veere beskyttet mot heye
temperaturer.
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